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Vi Presento Klimt
Sonia Delaunay (1885-1979), painter and textile, theater, and fashion
designer, made enormous contributions to the development of
abstraction in the early 1910s, partly because of her son, Charles. In
this new book, Delaunay and six-year-old Charles have a fantastical
adventure in a world of color and form, a magical road trip in their
car, modeled after her 1925 design for a Citroen convertible. They
glide into a landscape of colors and shapes drawn from Delaunay's
early abstract compositions--it's as if they've driven into one of her
paintings. Mother and son also explore the artist's gorgeous, colorful
designs for fabrics and clothing. Throughout, Delaunay helps Charles
understand her artistic process and that of her husband, artist Robert
Delaunay, by asking him what shapes and colors he recognizes along the
way. They end up back in the real world, and Charles realizes that his
mother's thoughts about art permeate every aspect of their life.
Learn about one of the worlds favourite painters - Claude Monet - in
this unique biography series, which depicts the story of an artist 's
life through their own masterworks.
George the sheep begins to shrink whenever it rains, so his shepherd
takes matters into his own hands to create an invention to prevent
George from shrinking.
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Meet the Artist Series presents Gustav Klimt. Each activity book
includes more than 25 pages of art and literacy activities for kids
ages four to twelve. Kids will learn about the life of a famous artist
followed by activities that reinforce literacy skills and teach a
little art history along the way. Match the title to the painting,
learn new vocabulary, write stories to go along with famous paintings,
create your own masterpiece, and much more! Teachers across the
country have been using the Meet the Artist Series in their classrooms
with great success. No longer do they have to teach the same
biographies year after year. Now they can introduce their students to
a new artist each month! Find more units at
magicspellsforteachers.com. Bring a little magic home today!
The Duty of Genius
Funny Machines for George the Sheep
Art Is Life
The Magical Tree
The Uses of Images
Harmonious Tarot

Provides a photographic guide to some of the world's most
ancient trees, featuring seventy portraits of such species
as yews, baobabs, and dragon's blood trees.
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A study of the social functions of images, and their
evolution.
NIBBLES the book-eating monster has chomped his way into
this book of DINOSAURS! Has he bitten off more than he can
chew? LOOK OUT, Nibbles!A hilarious book, packed with facts,
dinosaurs, and one very naughty monster!
Learn to make art like the masters with art masterclass! In
each book, undertake 12 lessons including drawing, colouring
and sketching activities that are designed to show you how
the artist worked. Like Klimt, you'll use collage to make
portraits, create patterns to illustrate your art and learn
how to show the expressions of people in your pictures with
a pencil. Then you can use everything you've learnt to
create your masterpiece on the pull-out poster at the back
using the sticker sheet.
La connessione di tutte le cose
The Dinosaur Guide
The World in Female Form
Peter and the Moon
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Ancient Trees
Drawing a Tree
A gorgeous, expressive picture-book biography of Marc Chagall by the Caldecott Honor team
behind The Noisy Paint Box. Through the window, the student sees . . . His future--butcher,
baker, blacksmith, but turns away. A classmate sketching a face from a book. His mind
blossoms. The power of pictures. He draws and erases, dreams in color while Papa worries. A
folder of pages laid on an art teacher's desk. Mama asks, Does this boy have talent? Pursed lips,
a shrug, then a nod, and a new artist is welcomed. His brave heart flying through the streets, on
a journey unknowable. Known for both his paintings and stained-glass windows, Marc Chagall
rose from humble beginnings to become one of the world's most renowned artists. Admired for
his use of color and the powerful emotion in his work, Chagall led a career that spanned
decades and continents, and he never stopped growing. This lyrical narrative shows readers,
through many different windows, the pre-WWI childhood and wartime experiences that shaped
Chagall's path. From the same team behind the Caldecott Honor Book The Noisy Paint Box,
which was about the artist Kandinksy, Through the Window is a stunning book that, through
Chagall's life and work, demonstrates how art has the power to be revolutionary.
Gustav Klimt ha vissuto a Vienna, capitale di un Impero che in quegli anni era il cuore culturale
dell'Europa. Sono gli anni delle Secessione viennese, della nascita della psicanalisi, delle
sinfonie di Mahler e Schönberg, dei caffè letterari. E' questo il contesto unico e irripetibile che
ricostruisce Paola Romagnoli in questa storia romanzata, in cui si alternano due voci. Una voce
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che narra cronologicamente le vicende dell'artista nella sua epoca. Una voce "metafisica" che
si presenta come una sirena nell'Attersee, il lago nella regione del Salzkammergut, a ovest di
Vienna, luogo dell'anima del pittore. La chiave narrativa della sirena racchiude in sé la sintesi
di tutto ciò che Klimt ha inseguito nelle donne: è sensualità ed eros, è giovinezza ma senza età, è
madre e amante, è mito. Ed è un simbolo che segna il passaggio tra vita e morte, poiché
accompagna narrativamente gli ultimi giorni di vita di Klimt, stroncato da un ictus nel 1918.
Con il piglio della scrittrice ma la conoscenza della storica dell'arte, Paola Romagnoli avvolge
il lettore in una vicenda biografica di grande fascino, che spiega come Gustav Klimt,
opponendosi alle idee conservatrici dei suoi contemporanei, realizzò dipinti erotici e simbolici
che rappresentavano i sogni, le speranze, le paure e le passioni dell'uomo e sia diventato così
per il pubblico il pittore delle donne.
Painting.
Looks at the many ways trees are represented in paintings, sculptures, medieval miniatures, and
other art forms.
Vienna - Nuova Guida Oro
The Real Princess and the Pea
Vincent Van Gogh & the Colors of the Wind
Vi presento Klimt
Trees in Art
The Xi Jinping Thought Now
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Follows the painter from his boyhood in the Netherlands to his death in France, depicting his
relationship with his brother Theo, his struggles to perfect his art, and his psychological and
emotional difficulties.
This book is based on the discussions carried out in two seminars on the translation of
children’s literature, coordinated by Maria González Davies and led by Riitta Oittinen. The
main focus finally revolved around four questions: a) Tackling the challenges posed by
translating children’s literature, both picturebooks and books with illustrations, and the range
of strategies available to solve specific issues; b) the special characteristics involved in reading
aloud, its emotional dimension, and the sphere it occupies between private and public reading;
c) the interpretation and manipulation of child images; and, d) the role of the translator,
publishers and mediators as active or passive agents whose decisions may finally mirror the
images projected by the authors of the source books. This volume is also professionallyoriented and presents examples that underline the interaction between theory and practice.
The topics range from Bible translation, to translating the classics, such as Beatrix Potter’s
tales and fairytales, fantasy worlds for young adults as depicted in Tolkien’s The Lord of the
Rings, or novels such as those by Christine Nöstlinger, as well as stories with a psychological
and social function such as the African war tales. Finally, it includes didactic applications that
help enhance an awareness of the issues involved.
Who is Gretchen Oyster? The discovery of a series of mysterious handmade postcards
distracts Hartley from trouble at home. A poignant novel for fans of Rebecca Stead and Holly
Goldberg Sloan. Hartley Staples, near-graduate of middle school, is grappling with the fact that
his older brother has run away from home, when he finds a handmade postcard that fascinates
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him. And soon he spots another. Despite his losing interest in pretty much everything since
Jackson ran away, Hartley finds himself searching for cards in his small town at every
opportunity, ignoring other responsibilities, namely choosing a topic for his final project. Who is
G.O. and why are they scattering cards about the town?
A whimsical journey over, under, and through London with Mary Poppins
Whose Story? Translating the Verbal and the Visual in Literature for Young Readers
Art Masterclass with Gustav Klimt
Magritte's Apple
Sonia Delaunay
Drawings
Klimt and His Cat
Loosely based on Charles Perrault's "Tom Thumb," seven brothers in modern-day France flee their
poor parents' farm, led by the youngest who, although mute and unusually small, is exceptionally wise.
Retells in graphic novel format the adventures of the ancient Greek hero Odysseus, also known as
Ulysses, on his long journey home after the Trojan War.
With the launch of Biden administration in the U.S. and the 100th anniversary of the founding of the
Chinese Communist Party approaching, China has been expanding its military threat and reinforcing
its influence over the world. What urges China to seek global hegemony? This book unveils the "dark
being" behind the Xi Jinping Thought. Using his spiritual abilities, author and spiritual leader Ryuho
Okawa conducted a spiritual interview with the guardian spirit (the subconscious mind) of Xi Jinping,
and had him talk of his ambition to become a "world emperor." It revealed various unreported, hidden
truths, including China's alleged intervention in the U.S. presidential election, the reason why the
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number of coronavirus infection cases differs depending on the country, a horrible experiment
conducted in the Uyghur region, Inner Mongolia, and Tibet, and the danger of China's coronavirus
vaccine. Knowing these truths is the first step for each citizen and country to take necessary
countermeasures. The world must never succumb to the totalitarian country ruled by a merciless leader.
"The democratic government of the people, by the people, for the people, is necessary for the current
China as well. (...) It is my hope to make Earth full of love, freedom, and a sense of responsibility." ―
Ryuho Okawa, Afterword―
In a book without words, a young girl creates imaginative stories with fantastical worlds using the
shadows of such everyday objects as a vacuum, a shoe, and an apple, transforming them with the click
of a lamp switch.
Ludwig Wittgenstein
Amtsblatt. Monografien und Periodika. Halbjahresverzeichnis. D
Snowflake in My Pocket
Le muse di Klimt
Portrait of an Artist: Claude Monet
The Collected Works of Gretchen Oyster

Inspired by Klimt's famous mural The Tree of Life, this
dreamily illustrated children's book tells the story of a
magical tree whose fruit saves lives. Painted during the
artist's "golden period," Gustav Klimt's The Tree of Life
has been interpreted in myriad ways. This children's book
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deftly incorporates the mysteries and depth of Klimt's
masterpiece into a story for young readers. A young man is
given a seed that grows into a beautiful fruit-bearing tree.
After tasting the fruit, he can see into the future,
including events that will put the lives of others in
danger. A king and his lovely princess daughter test the
boy's predictions, and love ensues. As children turn the
pages of this exquisite book, they will be drawn into the
intricately detailed and boldly colored illustrations, which
echo Klimt's own artistry. The book includes a gorgeous
reproduction of The Tree of Life, along with information
about Klimt and his work. Designed to encourage children to
discover new details each time they open the pages, this is
a charming book that will be read over and over again.
A small boy named Peter decides that he will give his mother
the best gift that he can think of, the moon, but in order
to get it he needs the help of many people who will want a
share for themselves.
The life and work of the famous Viennese painter Gustav
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Klimt are explored by his favorite cat.
Artwork by Bruno Munari.
Art Workshops for Children
Gustav Klimt
Mary Poppins Up, Up and Away
Text Loosely Inspired by My Life by Marc Chagall
Through the Window: Views of Marc Chagall's Life and Art
Nicky and the Big, Bad Wolves
Gustav Klimt's and Egon Schiele's sensuous and often explicit drawings are brought
together in a beautifully presented volume. Gustav Klimt (1862-1918) and his younger
protege Egon Schiele (1890-1918) are considered two of the greatest figures of
Austrian Modernism. Whether competing with or inspiring one another, together they
reconfigured the way the human body was translated into art. Although both artists are
primarily remembered as painters, between them they left 7,000 drawings, many of the
greatest of which are now in the collection of the Albertina Museum, Vienna. In 2018 an
exhibition opens in London of both artists' drawings from the Albertina. This stunning
publication records these precious works, which are very rarely displayed and almost
never travel, in all their erotic, intriguing and sometimes disturbing beauty. Leading
experts on the period provide authoritative texts that illuminate the important
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relationship between the two artists. They analyse the role of drawing in their practice
and chart the response of early twentieth-century Vienna to their electrifying work,
which still has the power to shock and enthral to this day. AUTHORS: Marian BisanzPrakken is the leading expert on Klimt's drawings and a former curator at the Albertina,
Vienna. She is co-author of Gustav Klimt: Drawings (2012). The art historian Elizabeth
Clegg is author of Art, Design and Architecture in Central Europe, 1890-1920 (2006).
Jane Kallir is Senior Curator at the Galerie St Etienne, New York. Her books include
Egon Schiele: The Complete Works (1998), Egon Schiele: Self-portraits and Portraits
(2011) and The Women of Klimt, Schiele and Kokoschka (2015). SELLING POINTS: *
Gustav Klimt's and Egon Schiele's sensuous and often explicit drawings are brought
together in a beautifully presented volume * Accompanies a major exhibition exploring
the relationship between the two artists and their continuing influence * The works will
be shown at the Royal Academy of Arts, London, from 4 November 2018 to 3 February
2019 * 2018 is the centenary of both artists' deaths, to be marked by a year-long
celebration of their work in Vienna 140 colour images
Presents a biography of the Russian artist from his point of view, detailing his struggle
to find acceptance for his work and his why he chose the themes he did for his art.
A murderer obsessed with comic strips... When Mayor Marsalis's son, Gerald, is found
dead in his studio, his body is stained red and arranged like the cartoon character Linus
- with a blanket next to his ear and his thumb stuck in his mouth. Desperate, Marsalis
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asks his ex-cop brother, Jordan, to investigate the murder. Yet the killer strikes again.
This time Chandelle Stuart, a film producer with strange sexual predilections, is found
leant against a piano like Lucy, listening to Shroeder playing. Meanwhile, a beautiful
young detective Maureen Martini has moved from Rome to New York to forget the
brutal murder of her boyfriend. After undergoing a corneal transplant, she starts having
distressing visions that somehow seem connected with the grisly murders. Thrown
together, Maureen and Jordan race against time to unmask this killer. But who is
Snoopy? And who is Pig Pen? And why does this killer find pleasure in arranging his
victims like comic-strip characters? In New York nothing is ever quite what it seems...
Nicky's frightening nightmare of being chased by a band of hungry wolves is put to rest
by Mother Rabbit's resourceful thinking in an adorable bedtime book by a Ukrainian
author.
A Children's Book Inspired by Gustav Klimt
A Children's Book Inspired by Leonardo Da Vinci
Deutsche Nationalbibliografie
Camille Claudel
The Incredible Voyage of Ulysses
Klimt / Schiele

The snow is coming - Bear can smell it! And Squirrel is so
excited - he's never seen snow before! But when the snow
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arrives, Bear suddenly gets sick. Can Squirrel still bring
some silvery, sparkly, magical whiteness to his best friend?
Featuring a cut-out window in Squirrel's oak tree home,
giving readers a sneak-peek to the wintry world outside,
this delicately-crafted book captures the cozy, cuddly
feeling of sharing a snowy night with a loved one, and is
the perfect read for parents and children to treasure
together all year round.
A guide to eleven children's art workshops by one of the
world's most innovative facilitators and best-selling
bookmakers. Workshops are designed to spark children's
imaginations, champion group bonding, and give visually
pleasing results - with no artistic ability required.
Illustrated and written by author of Press Here (over 1
million copies sold worldwide and a The New York Times
bestseller for 3 years running). Each workshop includes: a
list of materials needed, a step-by-step guide to
facilitation, practical tips, illustrated examples, and
photos of workshops in progress. Tried and tested around the
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world by children of all ages. Perfect for organizing group
events at home, in schools, at parties, at museums anywhere!
Vi presento KlimtWhose Story? Translating the Verbal and the
Visual in Literature for Young ReadersCambridge Scholars
Publishing
Originally published in 1889, this work's protagonist Andrea
Sperelli introduced the Italian culture to aestheticism and
a taste for decadence. The young count seeks beauty,
despises the bourgeois world, and rejects the basic rules of
morality and social interaction. His corruption is evident
in his sadistic superimposing of two women.
Portraits of Time
Gustav Klimt, 1862-1918
Shadow
The Child of Pleasure
Nibbles
The Killer in My Eyes
'Monk's energetic enterprise is remarkable for the interweaving of the philosophical and the
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emotional aspects of Wittgenstein's life' Sunday Times 'Ray Monk's reconnection of
Wittgenstein's philosophy with his life triumphantly carries out the Wittgensteinian task of
"changing the aspect" of Wittgenstein's work, getting us to see it in a new way' Sunday
Telegraph 'This biography transforms Wittgenstein into a human being' Independent on
Sunday 'It is much to be recommended' Observer 'Monk's biography is deeply intelligent,
generous to the ordinary reader... It is a beautiful portrait of a beautiful life' Guardian
Questa è la storia di come, grazie a una dislocazione temporale, Frank Standish Burden III,
detto Wheeler, famosa stella americana del rock negli anni Settanta, si ritrova a Vienna
nell’autunno del 1897. La storia comincia in un giorno del 1988 a San Francisco. A
mezzanotte inoltrata, al City Lights Bookstore, la celebre libreria della beat generation,
Wheleer autografa l’ultima copia di Fin de siècle, un’opera che lo ha impegnato per dieci
lunghi anni e che ha scritto in onore di Arnauld Esterhazy, il suo insegnante di storia al liceo,
e si dirige verso il suo appartamento al pianterreno nel quale vive da quindici anni. Immerso
ancora nei pensieri di Fin de siècle, una raccolta tratta dalle sterminate Note sparse di
Esterhazy sugli ultimi anni dell’impero asburgico e sulla nascita del modernismo, Wheeler
non si accorge dell’inquietante presenza nascosta in un angolo buio delle scale del suo
appartamento. Solo quando se la trova di fronte, si rende conto che stringe una pistola nella
mano destra e che ha dei tratti vagamente familiari. In preda al terrore, travolto da incubi e
da un turbinio di immagini, Wheeler sviene e, quando si sveglia, si ritrova sulla... Ringstrasse,
nella Vienna del 1897, tra bei signori in cappotto nero e tuba, eleganti dame agghindate in
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abiti lunghi dalla vita stretta, ufficiali con variopinte insegne in bella mostra, operai con le
gavette e carrozze a cavalli di tutte le fogge... È la Vienna degli anni in cui Freud scopre il
complesso d’Edipo, Mahler ha appena ottenuto il posto di direttore dell’Opera, Lueger, il
borgomastro, diffonde le sue idee razziste ed antisemite che tanta influenza avranno su Hitler,
Klimt lavora ad Atena, il quadro che l’anno successivo diverrà il simbolo della prima mostra
dei Secessionisti, e al Café Central si riunisce tutta la Jung Wien, giovani artisti, musicisti,
filosofi come Kleist, Schönberg, Wittgenstein. Grazie agli insegnamenti di Esterhazy e alle
preziose indicazioni di un misterioso «libricino » che l’eccentrico professore gli ha lasciato in
eredità, Wheeler non solo riesce a orientarsi nella capitale dell’impero asburgico, ma in breve
tempo si procura abiti adeguati, denaro, alloggio e le relazioni giuste. Suo mentore diventa,
infatti, il non ancora celebre inquilino di Berggasse 19, Sigmund Freud, interessatissimo alla
sua figura e ai tratti del suo carattere. È al Café Central, tuttavia, che Wheeler farà gli
incontri decisivi che gli sveleranno il mistero racchiuso nel suo viaggio nel tempo, un mistero
nascosto nel seno stesso della famiglia Burden. Straordinario romanzo, che ha richiesto più di
trent’anni per la sua stesura, La connessione di tutte le cose è uno di quei rari libri destinati a
rimanere a lungo nella mente dei lettori. Un’opera che illumina le ambizioni e gli slanci di
una delle più affascinanti epoche della storia e rivela il talento visionario di una delle nuove
voci della letteratura internazionale. Wheeler Burden, rock star negli anni Settanta, si
risveglia misteriosamente nella Vienna del 1897, la città di Freud e di Mahler... «Un romanzo
di grande inventiva e incredibilmente coinvolgente». Richard Ford «Arriva La connessione di
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tutte le cose: un'emozionante avventura per tutti gli appassionati di viaggi nel tempo». San
Francisco Chronicle
The Pull of the Ocean
I Am Marc Chagall
Activities for Kids
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